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Last night Richard was talking about being set to learn 40 lines
of " L'Allegro " in 45 minutes prep, and to write essays in
ten minutes. What a fool of a master. I couldn't find my
Milton, but on my offering a reward of 6d., Richard found it.
I re-read some of " Paradise Lost", and thought it very fine
and interesting. The remarks of Adam and the Angel about
the relations of man and wife have not yet been beaten for
sense.
Comarques, Tuesday, January 8th.
Another chapter of " The Pretty Lady " yesterday. Too much
smoking, ostensibly to provide Richard with tobacco ash for
chemical experiments.
I have read 100 pages or so of Hammond's " Town Labourer ".
There is undoubtedly a pleasure in reading recitals of horrible
injustice and tyranny.
Comarques, Wednesday, January gth.
I didn't like reading the child-labour chapter in Hammond's
" Town Labourer ". It exceeded the limits, in its physicalness.
I wish I had read it before I wrote the child-chapter in " Clay-
hanger " to which the Hammonds refer. I could have made
that chapter even more appalling than it is. But at that date
probably all the materials had not been collected, as the
Hammonds have since collected them.
Comarques, Friday, January nth.
Marguerite bought a pig at the end of the year. It was a small
one, but we have been eating this damned animal ever since, in
all forms except ham, which has not yet arrived. Brawn every
morning for breakfast. Yesterday I struck at pig's feet for
lunch, and had mutton instead. They are neither satisfying
nor digestible, and one of the biggest frauds that ever came
out of kitchens. All this is a war measure, and justifiable.
I now no longer care whether I have sugar in my tea or not.
We each have our receptacle containing the week's sugar, and
use it how we like. It follows us about, wherever we happen
to be taking anything that is likely to need sugar. My natural
prudence makes me more sparing of mine than I need be.
Another effect of war is that there is a difficulty in getting stamped
envelopes at the P.O. The other day the postmaster by a great

